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It was the first of the underwater welding schools to add diver bell coursework, add surface welding training in primary
module and include HAZMAT/nuclear skills. Its large campus contains several facilities, including two hyperbaric
chambers, dive tank training complex and a diving bell.

Plus food, travel and other living expenses. Still, think of it this way: It all depends on what you consider
valuable in the program you attend. On average, commercial diving students will train for Again, these
numbers exclude the three specialized underwater welding schools. They include the GI Bill as one of their
financial aid offerings, attracting many veterans looking for new opportunities after military life. They also
have connections with local housing to provide affordable accommodations. It includes classroom learning on
equipment, introduction to T-joint welds, wet welding practice and final tests. Alumni may participate in this
program and only pay for the material they use on the coursework. Certificate in marine technology or an
Associate in Science AS. Of course, the AS degree requires a little more coursework. Program tuition costs
jump significantly for non-residents. National University Polytechnic Institute Location: Along with premium
location, students will experience training in beautiful areas like the harbor on the Embarcadero and Coronado
Bay. Some inland diving companies are located nearby as well. Safety is emphasized at the beginning and end
of training. Its location is only about miles from the coast land where many of the top underwater welding
companies are based. Ultimate Diver Training commercial diving and the more specialized Nondestructive
Testing. It includes an underwater welding program, training wet welders. The Ocean Corporation has a long,
rich history starting in Its large campus contains several facilities, including two hyperbaric chambers, dive
tank training complex and a diving bell. The Ocean Corporation also provides financial aid options for
qualified students and military veterans. They emphasize practical experience in entry-level diving. Upon
completion of the program, students earn a Certificate of Technical Studies. Their curriculum includes an
underwater cutting and welding lab, along with topside welding and oxy-acetylene cutting. Hudson, FL With
some of the most affordable tuition rates in the nation, Commercial Diving Technologies offers a
comprehensive 5-month program. Learn the skills to qualify for a maritime career, including underwater
welding, oxy-carc underwater cutting, first aid, offshore survival training and more. Besides all of this, CDT
sets up student divers for real-world experience with a real oil platform. They can interact and roleplay
scenarios that are normally only experienced by offshore commercial divers and underwater welders. Its
courses only focus on wet and dry welding techniques. These waterproof consumables are designed
specifically for wet welders. It provides training and includes a 36, gallon tank for underwater welders to
practice inside. Various types of weld positions are incorporated into training and testing. Administrators over
the program adjust their training times and group numbers according to demand. You must weld up to or
exceeding class B welding regulations. Preparing future underwater welders. For those that prefer a more
comprehensive college experience, CDA Technical Institute includes on-campus housing and a weekly meal
plan. This dive school provides training and certification from international organizations like the International
Marine Contractors Association. Their program also issues an Unrestricted Surface Supplied Air Diver
Certification, ensuring you can dive in many places around the world. Students need no prior diving
experience to enroll here. IDI keeps classes to a max of 10 students. All dive instructors are active divers and
maintain certification. Divers Academy International Location: Tuition is combined into one package. This
will allow you to refine your welding skill. Closing in on graduation, students work with career placement to
help them find a job in their field. Which school do you prefer on this list, and why? What characteristics do
you value most in your training? These are questions that many graduates and prospective students have
considered when researching schools around the nation. Let us know your thoughts and questions below in the
comments!
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Michael Hull Driver Training, Exeter, Devon. likes. Driving instruction from an experienced and very highly qualified
DVSA grade A instructor.

Please enter a valid zip code. This is a daily reality for many commercial divers. From oceans and oil
platforms to rivers and lakes, they can work in a variety of inland and offshore settings, handling a dynamic
mix of tasks and responsibilities. However, there is one consistency: Regardless of the work environment or
the task at hand, commercial divers work underwater. A commercial diver is someone who has been trained as
an advanced diver and is able to perform a wide range of tasks related to underwater industrial construction.
Many people tend to confuse commercial divers with underwater welders, but, in reality, they are two very
different careers. Underwater welders are trained to perform one specialized task, whereas commercial divers
can be responsible for many different duties that can include welding, inspecting bridges, and repairing water
treatment plants. What Does a Commercial Diver Do? What They Work On Before adding any sort of skills or
credentials, a commercial diver must first concentrate solely on becoming an experienced and talented diver.
Once their diving abilities are proven, they can add areas of expertise. Some of the areas encompassed by
commercial diving can include: Underwater construction Underwater structure inspection, maintenance, and
repair including vessels, docks, pipelines, bridges, and more Oil platform maintenance, construction, and
repair Underwater photography still and video Underwater welding Where They Work In one of two types of
categories and environments although some may spend time dabbling in both: Usually encompasses jobs
related to oil platforms, exploration and salvaging, pipelines, and more Is widely considered the more
demanding area of commercial diving Inland: Takes place in non-ocean locations like rivers, lakes, harbors,
etc. Generally involves more engineering-related tasks such as building or repairing bridges and dams Can
allow for more flexible and work schedules What Are the Education Requirements I Need to Know?
Requirements for work in this field include: Since certification is often required by employers to work as a
commercial diver, it is a good idea to consider any program that can help you prepare to successfully obtain
certification upon graduation. Once you have fulfilled all of the prerequisites, you will be ready to enroll in a
commercial diving training program. Because this career field involves such a variety of tasks, the curriculum
for diving programs tends to cover a dynamic range of subjects. Classroom Subjects Some of the broad
concepts typically found in training programs include: Diving physics Prevention and treatment of
diving-related diseases and injuries Commercial diving technology Industrial and offshore safety concepts
Hands-on Training Once you have a background in general and theoretical material, you can move on to more
hands-on training, learning to work with underwater tools and obtaining practical experience in a variety of
areas such as:
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Blue Islands Scuba Training Academy and 5 Star Dive Resort now offers PADI dive coursesfrom our base in Menorca at
Cala Galdan, this bay is known as the queen of the Cala's with fantastic crystal clear blue waters, amazing visibility,
fantastic light and dives to suit all levels, including caverns, caves and shipwrecks.

This material is copyrighted and all rights retained by the author. All rights reserved Jump To: Before I begin,
I would like to ask you to focus on the title of my talk, which is why I, as an independent instructor, have
chosen not to train anyone under the age of I have made my decision; each of you must make this decision
based on your own set of values. Every time we go diving, we participate in a potential life threatening sport.
So, all diving activities should employ a risk-benefit analysis. Each of us, because of different genetic and
environmental exposure components, will view this risk-benefit equation in a different fashion. Even if all
things were equal, because of willingness to accept varying degrees of tolerance to exposure which will
change with each assessment , everyone in the room today will approach this analysis in a different manner.
This talk is based on a set of values that works for me. It is NOT my intention to suggest that everyone should
share the same values. Now that that has been said, let us begin. Children do NOT act, think, emote, respond
or play as adults. We do not think of caterpillars as small butterflies, why should we think of children as
merely small adults? Yes, I know that caterpillars are different from children. Kids are higher up in the food
chain and thus, take far, far longer to develop. You can tell I have been on the Internet a lot because I am now
issuing a soapbox warning. To me, the concept of the physically, mentally, and psychologically mature kid is,
at best, an oxymoron and, at the worst, nothing more than economic predation from an industry whose quality
of education has been strangled by the cancer of greed-driven mediocrity. Gee, I wonder why I have never
been accused of possessing either tact or diplomacy? Recreational scuba training has developed the denial of
risk into an art form. The lesson of biology is that once the head has been buried in the sand risk removed
from view , the rear end is exposed and long-term survival must depend upon protection from an outside
higher power. Simply put, greed blinds! The lesson of history is that once the perceived need to increase
revenue controls thinking, then, often, the best interests of the participants have been forgotten. But, the funny
thing is that these things do have a way of entering into the ledger sheet when those who have been sacrificed
seek retribution in the form of increased liability insurance costs, legislation and litigation. I find the parallels
to be both fascinating and disturbing. Over the long term, denial of risks becomes an extremely expensive way
of doing business. This is the end of the soapbox warning. That was from the gut, the rest of the talk will be
based on what my intellect has found. BTW, the perverted among you will recognize the soapbox image
below as one of the most celebrated soapboxes of the 20 th century. So, what are my concerns about this
topic? My concerns are the same for all teaching activities: What are the legal and medical risks incurred by
my teaching? I will start with legal aspects. Remember I am a biochemist, so I see the world through the eyes
of someone trained in the physical sciences. My experience with the legal community, except for intellectual
property rights, has been minimal. I hope it stays that way! However, from my simplistic point of view, legal
matters can be divided into two broad categories: Historically, the denial of risk has NOT been a strong
defense, especially when it can be demonstrated to a jury that risks were known and simply dismissed,
suppressed, or ignored. I consider the combination of denial of risk, coupled with perpetually diminishing
standards to be nothing more than a direct financial contribution from the scuba c-card vendors to the
American legal community. I believe that the amount of money paid to plaintiffs by the scuba industry has
gone beyond absurd into the downright obscene category. Juries involved in trials with children plaintiffs tend
to see, irrespective of the facts, only an injured or absent child and a greedy defendant. I see the lowering of
training age as a liability time bomb. On the criminal side of things, there may be areas of the US that have
age restrictions on water play. For example, this from the Ohio DNR over water they supervise. In their
waters, it is unlawful for anyone under the age of 17 to scuba dive without the presence of someone over the
age of This same body of law makes diving solo an illegal act. They may remain on the books for decades or
more until discovered by an aggressive plaintiff or prosecutor these things seldom are advantageous to the
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defendant. Everyone who teaches scuba should have good local legal advice on possible legal restrictions that
may exist. If you are ever in the city of Detroit, you should be aware that, regardless of age, all skin diving,
scuba diving and wind surfing activities are forbidden in all public fountains within city limits. I will now
move on to medical matters. I have divided my concerns into two broad categories: There are no documented
studies demonstrating that diving is harmful to children. Nor will there ever be! This is because such research
is costly, would involve decades of patient follow-up and is, for the most part, medically un-ethical. So,
outside of a concentration camp environment, these studies simply will not happen. You see, while there are
areas in society where, historically, women and children are considered prey, medical research has a long,
established history of protecting children. Studies on kids must demonstrate a high-perceived benefit for a
minimal risk. I find it fascinating that some who have been stricken with DCS show development of so-called
negative personality traits depression and dysfunctional behavior. For the most part, this has been anecdotal or
confined to the commercial or deep diving realm. Besides, changes in personality are often subjective and
difficult to quantify, particularly in the absence of pre-DCS incident baseline for comparison. Spots on a
magnetic resonance image are difficult to quantify to distinct physiological or psychological characteristics.
One needs to exercise extreme caution in interpreting magnetic resonance images. There is no known way of
establishing how many dives, to what depth, for what duration, on what breathing mix, for what personality
type, at what stage of development are necessary to cause this post DCS personality shift, if such a shift results
from hyperbaric exposure. A pharmacologist would say the dose-response curve is unknown. Moving on to
something the child psychiatrists and pediatricians to whom I spoke consider a better-established reason for
not allowing kids to dive. My first job following graduate school was as a computer coordinator in the
chemical industry. I acted as a liaison between chemical research, computer services and upper management.
In my first presentation to management, I remember telling them that they should think of a computer as if it
were a small child. As long as communication was extremely precise and limited to simple parameters, the
computer would function extremely well. But the computer did not understand what it was doing. It simply
operated by performing clearly defined instructions. As long as the computer was allowed to operate under
rigid controls, it would function. But, asking the computer to operate beyond its programming was a
prescription for disaster. A computer simply freezes and waits to be re-booted. A child cries and waits for
mom or dad to solve the problem. Concrete thinkers are simply unable to function outside narrowly defined
parameters. They have very little tolerance to conditions beyond their precisely defined instructions. Concrete
thinkers cannot process information or scenarios beyond what they have experienced. They are not able to
form a hypothesis and systematically use logic to solve a problem. The ability to do this is called abstract
thinking and does not become a useful intellectual tool until mid or late teens. Often a child will recite facts
without a clue as to the meaning of the quoted words. However, as the concrete thinker surfaces, pain is felt in
the ear. As I ascend, the gas in the middle ear is expanding. If I feel pain in my ears, it is likely to be because
of this increased pressure from the attempting-to-expand gas.. The concrete thinker makes the problem worse;
the abstract thinker solves the problem! We participate in a sport where it is impossible to define all the
possible scenarios and establish a set of rules for a concrete thinker to function when stressed. Nor have I
heard anyone sing about the icy banks of the Suwannee River. I was there and the day was as dark and gloomy
as my photo suggests. The good news was that our scuba tanks were filled in an outdoor bath and equilibrated
for about an hour. We had to skim the ice from the surface of the water to retrieve our tanks. It is the only time
in my life where the pressure in the tanks increased when I entered the water. Because the air was so frigid, we
opted to change into our wet suits in the motel. On our way to the Little River cave site, we stopped and had
breakfast. I gather, from the looks we received, that 5 guys wearing rubber emerging out of the snow was not a
typical Florida morning. These solutions are often site specific! It is NOT possible for us to conceive all
possible scenarios and concretely define responses. Sometimes the difference between tragedy and an
awesome day of diving is the ability to function beyond the concrete because crisis requires flexibility â€¦
something that simply does not exist in the concrete thinking little kid! The pediatricians and psychiatrists
with whom I spoke consider concrete thinking to be an absolute contraindication to driving a car in public,
operating a plane as pilot-in-command, and scuba diving. There is a growing body of evidence that suggests
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that those who begin puberty ahead of their peers appear to be at a greater risk to injury than those who enter
puberty much later. This is because the development of secondary sex characteristics is not on the same time
line as intellectual development.
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The dive school, dive shop, classroom, pool, dive boats and accommodations are all in one location. At the Sea
Experience Scuba Career Training Facility, you will receive professional scuba career training that not only offers our
students all levels of scuba diving, but also has daily scuba dives on the local reefs and wrecks.

The use of a single cylinder may require counter-weighting to prevent lateral instability in the water,
depending on the buoyancy of the chosen cylinder, and does not provide a redundant gas supply. No-mount
diving No-mount diving is a specialized overhead-environment strategy for dealing with particularly tight
restrictions. Flexibility[ edit ] Sidemount diving offers some benefits in the flexibility of equipment. Cylinders
suitable for sidemount diving are usually freely available for rental, unlike manifolded twin sets for back
mounted use, which allows the traveller to conduct technical or overhead environment dives without having to
source twin cylinder sets. When diving in remote locations, the transportation of single diving cylinders,
especially by hand, may be less physically taxing. The ability to remove tanks and push them in front allows
the diver to pass through very small passages and holes when penetration diving â€” being limited only by the
bulk of their bodies and diving suits. It also significantly reduces the risk of entanglement behind the diver,
where it is most difficult to rectify. It is also claimed to be less physically tiring to carry, and get into,
sidemount equipment than back-mounted doubles â€” especially when operating from a small boat or a rough
shore entry. The reduced physical exertion when conducting regulator shut-down procedures is a major benefit
to divers who suffer from shoulder or back discomfort or reduced mobility. Whether attached to the primary
cylinder, or slung at the chest, these cylinders often present problems with stability and streamlining, whilst
not always providing more than a bare minimum supply of air for emergency ascent. Sidemount diving with
two equal-sized cylinders helps resolve stability and streamlining issues, and can ensure that an adequate
redundant reserve of air is maintained, similar to back-mounted twins. However, the manifold itself creates
additional potential o-ring failure points, and a major leak at the manifold will deprive the diver of at least
one-half of the remaining gas supply. Independent cylinders, when sidemounted, provide more reliable gas
redundancy, and allow greater access to all remaining gas by switching regulators between cylinders or feather
breathing, provided the diver is competent at the additional skills required. Sidemount for the recreational
diver[ edit ] Sidemount diver removes a cylinder on ascent. The benefits for cave diving and wreck diving
with tight penetrations are largely accepted, but they are not so obvious for the typical recreational diver. Most
recreational divers rely on their buddy for bailout gas, and do not carry a redundant gas supply. The position of
the cylinder valve behind the head has proven to be reasonably safe in millions of dives, though some divers
do have physical difficulty reaching the valve while wearing the set, particularly if the cylinder is mounted
relatively low on the harness. Though sidemount divers may benefit from being easily able to see and
manipulate valves, first stages or cylinders, this is rarely required in recreational use. In single cylinder diving
there is seldom a reason to shut a cylinder valve while diving, and there is no need for changing cylinders or
managing different gases. Furthermore, sidemount divers benefit from an increased gas supply, potentially
allowing longer dives. Tucking the cylinders under the arms reduces water resistance, potentially increasing
kick efficiency. When using a single cylinder in sidemount some of that benefit is negated since balance is off,
though with an aluminium cylinder and proper body tension single cylinder sidemount diving is easier and
more comfortable than many divers expect. Carrying weight on the back is less stressful on the spine than
carrying it to one side when out of the water, so for carrying a single cylinder, a backpack-style backmount
BCD can be more comfortable. A heavy twinset can be unwieldy and heavy on the back though. In the case of
sidemount, the two cylinders can be carried separately, distributing load and making transport on rough
ground easier. Individual cylinders can be passed to and from a boat crew or a buddy on shore who is not
burdened by gear, or lowered and raised by a line. In rougher conditions, cylinders can be prepared for
hand-off below the surface and quickly passed to boat crew or attached to a line for later retrieval. These
cavers began incorporating scuba equipment specifically to progress beyond underwater areas. This allowed
them to crawl, or wriggle, through the dry cave sections, whilst presenting a secure method of attachment for
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passing through submerged areas. Divers required buoyancy control devices for extended finning and began
shifting the location of the cylinders from against the thigh, up to the armpit and against the torso. At this time,
the use of sidemounted configuration was primarily restricted to a small number of exploration-grade cave
pioneers. Most often seen in Mexican cave systems. This is the evolution from sidemount pioneers who
initially used lightweight hydration bladders i. MSR for their buoyancy requirements, with a basic harness for
cylinder and weight attachment. Most popular with cold-water sidemount divers in the USA and Europe. Most
often seen in Florida cave systems. The size, material, and volume of diving cylinders to be used also has a
large impact on sidemount BCD requirements. Cylinders are supported at the valve end by bungee loops that
run from the backplate to the front chest D-rings. Sidemount divers who conduct penetration diving in tight
environments will generally prefer a flexible fabric backplate, [22] or webbing harness only, which is
considered less likely to get stuck in a small restriction than a rigid backplate. An example of a commercial
backplate and wing harness adapter, including integrated butt plate and attachment points for bungee loops, is
the OMS Profile.
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Requirements and forms for driving schools and instructors Driving school A driving school is a commercial business
authorized by DMV's Bureau of Driver Training Programs to provide driving instruction for hire, which could include
behind-the-wheel driving lessons.

At Bonnier Corporation, your privacy is important to us. This Privacy Policy applies to all of the products,
services, and websites offered by Bonnier Corporation and its subsidiaries or affiliated companies collectively,
"Bonnier". To better protect your privacy, we provide this notice explaining our privacy practices and the
choices you can make about the way your information is collected and used by Bonnier. Jeremy Thompson,
General Counsel N. Privacy Department N. Orlando Avenue, Suite Winter Park, FL You may also ask for a
summary of the information that we have retained, how we have used it, and to whom it has been disclosed.
For your protection, we may require that you authenticate your identity before we provide you with any
information. An overview of the information that Bonnier may collect You are able to take advantage of many
Bonnier products, services, and websites without providing any information that personally identifies you by
name, address, or other personally-identifying information. We only collect personally-identifying information
when you voluntarily submit it to us. Sometimes, we need personally-identifying information in order to
provide you with the products and services that you request. Depending upon the product or service, we may
ask you for a variety of personally-identifying information. This might include, for example, your name,
address, e-mail address, telephone number, gender, and birth date. We may also ask for other information
about you, such as your credit card information when you are making a purchase , interests, income, or
education level. We consider certain identifying information "sensitive. Some types of personal information
will NEVER be requested or collected, such as information on your race or ethnic origin, political opinions,
trade union memberships, religious beliefs, health, sex life, or sexual orientation. You may choose not to
provide us with any personally-identifying information. In that case, you can still access and use many
portions of our websites; however, you will not be able to access and use those portions of any Bonnier
website that require your personal information. Many Bonnier websites include community features, such as
online forums and message boards. Information that is posted in these areas becomes public information and
the use that any third party makes of this information is beyond our ability to control. You should exercise
caution before disclosing any personally-identifying information in these public venues. If you elect to submit
content that includes information that can be used to identify you, you must assume that the content can and
will be displayed on any website on the Internet. At some Bonnier sites and through certain promotions, you
can submit personally-identifying information about other people. Some Bonnier websites also provide
referral services to help you inform a friend about our websites, products, or services. We will only ask you
for the information about your friend that we need in order to do what you request. Our properties may feature
Nielsen proprietary measurement software, which will allow you to contribute to market research, such as
Nielsen TV Ratings. To learn more about the information that Nielsen software may collect and your choices
with regard to it, please see the Nielsen Digital Measurement Privacy Policy at http: These companies may use
information you have shared e. Our partners use this information to recognize you across different channels
and platforms over time for advertising, analytics, attribution, and reporting purposes; any information
collected is stored in hashed or non-human-readable form. These companies typically use a cookie or
third-party web beacon to collect this information. To learn more about this behavioral advertising practice or
to opt-out of this type of advertising, you can visit http: Bonnier websites sometimes may offer contests,
sweepstakes, or promotions that are sponsored by or co-sponsored with identified third parties. By virtue of
their sponsorship, these third parties may obtain personally-identifying information that visitors voluntarily
submit to them in order to participate in the contest, sweepstakes, or promotion. If a third-party sponsor
beyond our control will obtain information that you supply us, we will notify you at the time we collect the
information from you. Some of our websites contain links to other sites. By clicking on these links, you will
leave the website operated by Bonnier and this Privacy Policy will no longer apply. How we use the
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information we collect We use the personally-identifying information that you provide us to fulfill your
requests for our products, programs, and services, to respond to your inquiries about offerings, and to offer
you other products, programs, or services that we believe may be of interest to you. We sometimes use this
information to communicate with you, such as to notify you when you have won one of our contests, when we
make changes to subscriber agreements, to fulfill a request by you for an online newsletter, or to contact you
about your account with us. We do not use your personal information to make automated decisions. We may
syndicate the publicly available content of our community areas to unaffiliated third-party websites, using
RSS or other technologies. The information you have shared in the community areas may be included in this
syndication. We will use the personally-identifying information that you provide about others in order to
provide the products or services that you have requested; for example, to enable us to send them your gifts or
cards. These lists will never contain sensitive information. If you do not wish for your e-mail or postal address
to be shared with companies not owned by Bonnier who want to market products or services to you, you have
the opportunity to opt out, as described below. You may also opt out of the receipt of any marketing materials
from Bonnier as described below. We may transfer your sensitive personally-identifying information to other
Bonnier offices for internal management and administrative purposes. In addition, your personal data will be
transferred to other Bonnier offices where necessary for the performance or conclusion of our contractual
obligations to you or for your benefit. Transfers of personally-identifying information may also be made
where necessary for the establishment, exercise, or defense of legal claims. We do not transfer personal
information internationally. Bonnier will only share your sensitive personal information with outside
companies or individuals in any of the following limited circumstances: When we use trusted businesses or
persons to process personal information on our behalf. Before sharing any personal information with outside
parties, we require that these parties agree to process such information based on our instructions and in
compliance with this Privacy Policy and any other appropriate confidentiality and security measures. Before
we share your sensitive personal information outside of the previously listed circumstances, we will ask you
for permission first. Please note that this only applies to sensitive information, as defined above. We may also
use, transfer, sell, and share aggregated, anonymous data about our users for any legal purpose, such as
analyzing usage trends and seeking compatible advertisers and partners. In no event will this aggregated data
contain any information that could be used to identify individual users of our products or services. How we
protect the safety and integrity of the information we collect We take appropriate physical, electronic, and
procedural measures to safeguard and protect your personal information. We use a variety of security
measures, including encryption and authentication, to maintain the confidentiality of your personal
information. We store your personal information on systems behind firewalls that are only accessible to a
limited number of persons, each of whom is required to keep the information confidential. When you transmit
sensitive personal information to us, like credit card information, we offer the use of a secure connection to
our servers. To the extent you select the secure connection method or your browser supports such
functionality, all credit card account information that you supply is transmitted via secure encryption
technology. We will provide notice if we become aware of any security breach that may affect any sensitive
personal information pertaining to you that we have stored on our systems. Bonnier employees, agents, and
contractors who have access to personally-identifying information are required to protect this information in a
manner that is consistent with this Privacy Policy and may not use the information for any purpose other than
to carry out the services they are performing for Bonnier. These individuals are bound by confidentiality
obligations and may be subject to discipline, including termination and criminal prosecution, if they fail to
meet these obligations. Bonnier only collects personal information that is relevant to the purposes for which it
will be used. Though we do take appropriate steps to review and update the information that we store to ensure
that it is accurate, complete, and current, we also depend on you to update or correct your personal information
when necessary. You may correct or delete any or all of the personal information you have provided to us at
any time. Many of our websites provide means to review and update the personal information that you have
provided on that website. To inquire about personally identifiable information that Bonnier has collected about
you, or about other ways to correct factual errors in that information, please send us an e-mail at privacy
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bonniercorp. Do not use this email address to send questions about your subscription. To protect your privacy
and security, we will take reasonable steps to help verify your identity before granting access or making
corrections. We will decline to process requests where we cannot verify the identity of the requester. We may
also decline to process requests that are automated, repetitive, systematic, or impractical, or that might
jeopardize the privacy of others. In some limited circumstances, such as to resolve disputes, troubleshoot
problems, and enforce our policies, we may retain some of information that you have requested us to remove.
Therefore, you should not expect that all of your personal information will be completely removed from our
databases in response to your requests. We only use the information we collect for purposes consistent with
this policy. If we propose to use your personal information for purposes beyond that explained in this policy,
we will provide appropriate notice before doing so and we will provide you with the means to opt out of those
uses. We will not use your sensitive personal information for any purposes other than those described in this
Policy unless we have obtained your consent. Your privacy options If you prefer not to receive e-mail
communications from other companies, you may choose to remove yourself from any e-mail lists that we
provide to third parties for marketing purposes by sending us an e-mail at emailoptout bonniercorp. You will
still receive information from Bonnier and its various brands, but we will not share your address information
with anyone else. If you prefer not to receive postal communication from other companies, you may choose to
remove yourself from any postal mailing lists that we provide to third parties for marketing purposes by
sending us an e-mail at emailoptout bonniercorp. Box , Harlan, IA We only want to communicate with you if
you want to hear from us. If you prefer not to be contacted at all, you may opt out of receiving any
communications from us at any time by notifying us at emailoptout bonniercorp. You may also notify us by
sending mail to the following address:
Chapter 6 : SHELL-PLATE REPAIR - Trident
Some of you may already know that scuba means self contained underwater breathing apparatus, and a few of you
might even be part of the dive world's equivalent of the mile high club, the

Chapter 7 : Sidemount diving - Wikipedia
An icon of deep sea diving, the Mark V Dress represents the early 20th century innovation in marine technology that
enabled divers to work at significant depths for the first time. It was used by the U.S. Navy from , and is still used in the
commercial industry in environments with especially strong currents.

Chapter 8 : PADI IDC Professional Scuba Instructor Development Center | Key Largo, Florida Keys
April 5 Treatment Tables 5 and 6, still in use to-day. In , NEDU relocated from the Washington Navy Yard to its present
loca-.

Chapter 9 : Scuba Diving Career Training Overview | Sea Experience
2 D e c e m b e r 2 0 0 8 SUPSALV SENDS In This Issue FACEPLATE is published by the Supervisor of Salvage and
Diving to make the latest and most informative news.
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